Abstract. A classical Reye congruence X is an Enriques surface of rational equivalence class (3, 7) in the grassmannian G(l, 3) of lines of P3. X is the locus of lines of P3 which are included in two quadrics of W = web of quadrics. A generalization to G(\, t) is given ( 1 ) for each t > 2 there exist Enriques surfaces X of class (í,3í-2) in G{\, i), (2) the determinant of the dual of the universal bundle on X is tfx{2E+R + Kx)> with E = isolated elliptic curve, R2 = -2 , E • R = t, (3) X parameterizes lines of P' which are included in a codimension 2 subsystem of W, W = linear system of quadrics of dimension ( '2 ). The paper includes a description of the variety of trisecant lines to a smooth Enriques surface of degree 10 in P5 .
Introduction and preliminaries
Let X be an Enriques surface over C, L = Num(X) the group of its numerical equivalence classes. As it is well known L = Pic(X)/torsion £ Z10
and, as a lattice, it is isomorphic to the orthogonal direct sum 2?8 0 H (where H is a hyperbolic plane and E$ is defined as usual, cf. [10, p. 105] ). In [10] F. Cossec and I. Dolgachev have studied L in all details with the purpose of describing projective models of X ; among them the so-called Fano models are of particular interest. Let us give first their construction; one has [10] : (1.1) L contains finitely many (modulo isometries) sets of isotropic vectors {ex,... , eio} such that e¡ -e, = \-ôij, -^e¡£L; 3 these sets always satisfy the following properties: let |C|, |C'| be the two linear systems of numerical class \ J2 e,■, C -C = Kx = canonical divisor of X, then (1.2) C2 = 10, pa{C) = 6, dim|C| = 5.
(1.3) 4>c is a morphism of degree 1 and Xc = <t>ciX) is normal with at most rational double points;
(1.4) each divisor C satisfying (1.2), (1.3) is obtained as in (1.1).
For an isotropic vector e £ L we will say that 2e corresponds to an elliptic pencil if there exist (exactly) two curves E, E' of class e and such that |2E| = \2E'\ is an elliptic pencil. Note that E -E' ~ Kx and h°{cfx{E)) = h°{(fx{E')) = 1 ; curves E, E' as above are said to be isolated elliptic curves on X. Let C be as in (1.2), assume C is very ample then 2e¡ corresponds to an elliptic pencil \2E¡\ = \E'i\. Moreover:
(1.5) Ei, E\ are contained in Xc as plane cubics; there is no other such curve in Xc.
The same holds for C . By definition Xc iXC') is a Fano model; C (C) a Fano polarization. We recall that, on a general X, each Fano polarization is very ample and that C very ample ■& C very ample. To simply notations we will write X instead of Xc when no confusion arises. Now let us describe the contents of this paper: our first purpose was to describe the variety Tris(X) of trisecant lines to a smooth Fano model X. This is done in § §2 and 3 : we show that, excluding one exceptional case, a line L is trisecant to X if and only if L is trisecant to one of the twenty plane cubics in X. The exception is the following: Tris(X) = P3 blown up in twenty points; X = Xc , where C = C + Kx is a Reye polarization.
We recall that a Reye polarization C is a special Fano polarization, the special condition on it being Xc c G = smooth quadric of P5.
If C is a Reye polarization we will call XC' a Reye congruence; the reason is that G is the grassmannian of lines of P3 and that, traditionally, surfaces in G (i.e. two dimensional families of lines of P3) were called congruence of lines.
The main modern result on Reye congruences is the following: every Reye congruence X is a nodal Enriques surface and, conversely, on every nodal X admitting a very ample Fano polarization there exists a Reye polarization too [8] , [10, vol. II] . We recall that a nodal Enriques surface X contains by definition a curve R of arithmetic genus 0 and such that h0{(fR) = 1. Following [10] we will say that R is an indecomposable nodal cycle. By [10, p. 25] a curve R in X is an indecomposable nodal cycle iff it is a fundamental cycle of some rational double point.
Since nodal Enriques surfaces have no general moduli it follows that, for a general Enriques surface, there is no embedding in G as a Fano model. Because of this remark, after the classification of Tris(X), we came on the following kinds of questions:
Let L be a polarization on X satisfying (1. To partially answer them we generalize the construction of Reye congruences to projective models of higher degree L2 = 4t -2 > 10 ( § §4 and 5):
Assume the set rL(0 = {E £ Div{X)/E = isolated elliptic curve, E-L = t, hx{cfx{L-2E)) = 0}
is not empty, then we show (1.6) XLcG,&L~2E + R + Kx;
where E £^E{t), R = indecomposable nodal cycle, E-R = t;
(1.7) as a surface in Gt, X has rational equivalence class {t, 3t -2) ;
there exists a linear system W of quadrics of P' such that Gt.
The case t = 3 gives Reye congruences and their classical construction by a web of quadrics of P3. In view of this we define the projective model appearing in (1.6) as a Reye congruence of index t. Then, in §6, we show that Reye congruences of index t exist for each t > 3.
Of course an embedding of X in G, defines a rank 2 vector bundle on X : the restriction to XL of the universal bundle of Gt. Let St be the dual of such a bundle; by (1.6), (1.7) cx{€t)2 = 4t -2, c2{S,) = t ; we can define St as a Reye bundle of index t. This relates our results to those obtained by I. Dolgachev and I. Reider in [11] : there they study the case / = 3 and show that 3 is stable, (actually the unique stable rank 2 vector bundle on X with Chern class c\ = 10, c% = 3), and extremal i.e. without moduli. Moreover they are interested in the following problem: to find other examples of rank 2 vector bundles S* on an Enriques surface which are stable and extremal.
In this case, computing the dimension of the moduli space, I? must satisfy cx (f)2 = 4t-2, c2{W) = t ; therefore our Reye bundle St seems to be a natural candidate for further examples. During the completion of this paper we learned that stable-extremal rank 2 vector bundles on X were described by Hoil Kim in his Ph.D. thesis [15] . In particular he produces examples SFt of them with cii^t) = t, any t > 0. We mention that, applying his results to our situation, it is possible to show that &t is stable-extremal too. Also, we have to mention that the description of Tris(X) for a Fano model X is independently obtained in [11] as a consequence of the study of global sections of á?3.
Finally we wish to thank the referee for his help, especially in §6 where our previous degeneration arguments were considerably simplified by his suggestion of using Cremona transformations of P5 and generic nodal Enriques surfaces.
Trisecants to Fano models
Let KcP" be a smooth projective variety, L a line intersecting V ; in the following we will say that L is a trisecant line to V if the scheme V • L is zero dimensional of length > 3 ; (hence, in particular, L is not in V).
Consider a smooth hyperplane section C = X nP4 of a Fano model X ; first we want to study the family Tris(C) of trisecant lines to C. By Berzolari formulae [ 12] the expected number of trisecant lines to a smooth, irreducible curve of genus g and degree d in P4 is t = ^{d-4){d-3){d-2)-g(d-4), which gives t = 20 in our case. Note that cfc{l) = coc®n , with n = cfc{Kx) = nontrivial order 2 element of Pic(C). On the other hand, for a general curve D in P4 of degree 10 and genus 6, cfD{\) = cud ® n, with n = any degree zero line bundle.
So C is a special element of its Hubert scheme and, at least for this reason, we need to analyze more in detail Tris(C). For this consider any curve C of genus 6 embedded in P4 by a very ample linear system coc <8> n with n = nontrivial order 2 element of Pic(C) ; let C(3) = 3-symmetric product of C, a: C(3) -> Pic°(C) the Abel map, W = a{C{3)), Wn = translation of W by n ; then Proof. The condition d is contained in a trisecant line is equivalent to h°{coc ® vi-d)) = 3. Since n is isomorphic to its dual h°{a>c <8> n{-d)) = hx{n{d)), (Serre duality). Finally, hx{n{d)) = 3 & h°{n{d)) = 1. YLiaidi) + a{d¡)), I = dj or d\ for some i, L £ n* or n'*.
(2.13) Remark. Take a smooth Fano model X satisfying the assumption of Theorem 2.12, then a general point p of X is not contained in a trisecant line to X. Hence projecting X from p one obtains a smooth Enriques surface ScP4 of degree 9 and sectional genus 6 which has been blown up in one point. The existence of such an S was previously conjectured. A proof has been recently given in [ 13] by using a different method.
Trisecants to adjoints to Reye models
To complete the results of the previous section we need to describe Tris(Xc) in the case C + Kx = very ample Reye polarization. With this purpose we give an explicit projective construction for Xc which essentially comes from the results of [8, 10] . Nevertheless we present it as a special case of the more general situation to be discussed in §4. Let (3.1) V = vector space, dim{V) = t+l, P' = P(F).
Consider the Segre product with Gt = Plücker embedding of the grassmannian of lines of P', X, = 2-symmetric product of P'. Since p+ is the quotient map P' x P' -» P' x P'/(It) it turns out that Sing(I,) = p+{A), where A is the diagonal of P'xP'; it is known that each point of Sing(Z;) occurs with multiplicity 2t -2. Finally degl, = i(2/)-Consider the case t = 3, then P" = P5, P+ = P9, P® = P15. Let 2 = S3 , G = Gt, ; fix any 5-dimensional projective space (3.8) AcP+ intersecting properly I along the reduced, irreducible surface of degree 10 (3.9) Z = A-I.
Assume X is normal with at most rational double points, then (3.10) Proposition. X is a Fano model. Let C be its polarization, then C+Kx is a Reye polarization.
Proof. Since X has no point of multiplicity 4, Sing(X) D X = 0. Let X = pIl{X), then p+ : X -» X is an étale double covering and i = I,/X its associated fixed points free involution; moreover X is normal with at most rational double points. Note that X is a complete intersection in P3 x P3 of four hyperplane sections; by Bertini's theorem this implies that X is connected and, since it is normal, irreducible. Finally, by adjunction formula, X is a ÄT3-surface. Since i is fixed-point-free and X = X/{i), X is an Enriques surface and, by (1.4), a Fano model. Now consider the other projection p_ : X -► P-; p~{X) is a Fano model of X which is contained in G, hence a Reye congruence. Let C be its polarization: clearly C * C ; on the other hand the pull back of cfx{C' -C) to X is trivial. Since, as an étale double covering of X, X is defined by (fx(Kx), it follows C -C ~ Kx . Proof. Let n¡, n'¡ be the supporting planes of the cubic curves E¡, E\ in the smooth Reye model Xc ; it is very well known that n¿ n n'¡ / 0. Hence h0{<fx{C -Ei -E¡)) = hx{cfx{Ei + E\ -C)) > 0 and, by Lemma 3.11, hx{cfx{C'-2Ei)) = 0. Proof. Consider as in (4.11) ic = {E £ Div{X)/E = isolated elliptic curve, E-C = 3, hx{cfx{C'-2E)) = 0}. By Lemmas (3.11), (3.12) the cubic curves E¡, E[ belong to #c (3) . Then the equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (4) is just the case t = 3 of Theorem (4.12). Finally (3) => (5) by Lemma 5.6 and (5) => (3) by Proposition 3.10. Sing(A) = A • X = X it follows that P c A. Since, by definition P is not in X, all the members of P have rank 3 but for three of them having rank 2 .
Looking at the projective classification of pencil of quadrics one can deduce that, in our case, P has a (unique) singular base point p . This yields a morphism /: Tris(X) -> P3 sending P to p. f blows up P3 in the points o,. The union of trisecant lines to X is the quartic hypersurface considered above. This completes the proof: for brevity we omitted some easy details.
Enriques surfaces in grassmannians
In this section we construct projective models X of Enriques surfaces which are contained in the intersection of Gt with a (2i -l)-space: X c P2'-1 n Gt. The degree of X in p2'-1 is 4t -2, the rational equivalence class of X in Gt is {t, 3t -2). These models are the natural generalization of classical Reye congruences.
Let %¡, t > 3, be the Hubert scheme of normal Enriques surfaces of degree 4r-2, f%t the Hubert scheme of normal Enriques surfaces in G¡ having rational equivalence class {t, 3t-2), f: 3it -> %?t the obvious morphism between these two Hubert schemes. As a consequence of our generalization we would like to conjecture the following: Í4 i ^ fi&i) is a closed codimension one subset of %ft and its points correspond to all nodal Enriques surfaces.
For Fano models {t = 3) this is generically true, [8, 10] . Let L be an irreducible polarization on X such that (4.2) L2 = 4t -2, 4>L is a degree 1 morphism, XL is normal. 
where X is the AT 3 cover of X', L' = Kx + L and for the top arrow we use the same notations of (3.1)-(3.6).
(2) The projections of X on the two factors of P' x P' are not contained in a hyperplane. is exact. Let T = H°{cf~{Lx))®H°{(f~{L2)), T~ = H°{cf~{Lx))®H°{cf~{L2)) ; using (4.6) we get a homomorphism of exact sequences
where px, p2 are the induced multiplication maps. The surjectivity of p2 for two very ample line bundles cf~{Lj) on an elliptic curve is standard. To finish we must show that px is surjective. Observe that dim H°{cf~{L -Ë)) = 2t, dim K = 2t + 1. Fix hj £ H0{cf~{Lj)), /z, ^ 0 and vanishing on E. Then K is spanned by the vector spaces Kx = {hx)® H°{cf~{L2)), K2 = H°{ôf~{Lx)) ® (Ä2>.
Therefore: w £ Ker{px) =*• {w = hx ®s2 + sx ®h2 and div{hxs2) = div{h2sx)) => E + div(s2) = E + div(si). Since Rx, R2 are disjoint and we can choose È irreducible, it follows div(sy) = E¡ + R¡; {E¡ e \E\). Hence Ker(/¿i) is contained in H°{(f^{Lx -Rx))® H°{cf~{L2 -R2)) s H°{cf~{Ê)) ® H°{(f~{Ê)).
The multiplication map on the latter vector space has 1-dimensional kernel.
Hence dimKer(/¿i) = 1 and p, px are surjective. Now it is quite easy to reconstruct diagram (4.4) for the pair {X,L)\ since p is surjective Ker// has codimension h°{(f7{L)) = 4t in V* ® V* = H°{cf~{Lx)) ® H*{cf~{L2)).
-*, A.
A.
Moreover X~ spans P(AT), with K = Yier{p)^ = {u £ V ® V/h{u) = 0, h £ Ker{p)}. Since i*Lx ~ L2 we can assume that i is induced by /, as in (3.3) and that P(AT) is an invariant space of It. Let j: K* -> K* be the involution induced by It on A"* then, under the restriction isomorphism AT* = H°{(f~{L)), the eigenspaces of j are n*H°{cfx{L)), n*H°{(fx{L')). Therefore, with the same notations of (3.4), we have p+{X) = XL or XL> , {p-{X) = Xl or Xl>) ■ This implies that the condition (1) of (4.3) is satisfied up to showing n*H°{(fx{L)) = +1 eigenspace of i: we omit for brevity the proof of this last fact. The surjectivity of p implies that condition (2) of (4.3) is also satisfied.
(4.8) Corollary. hx{cfx{L' -2E))=Q. Proof. Observe that hx{cfx{L' -2E)) = hx{cfx{-R)) by Serre duality and that the conditionhx{cfx{-R)) = 0 is equivalent to h°{cfR) = 1.
Let CH*{Gt) be the Chow ring of G, ; we recall that CH2{Gt) is isomorphic to Z2 and generated by crn = class of {/ £ Gt/l c H}, {Ha given hyperplane), Ö20 = {l S Gt/l nM^0}, {M a given codimension 3 subspace).
Therefore, by the intersection pairing, CH2{Gt) = CH2'~4{Gt) and the rational equivalence class of a surface S in G, is {oxx • S, o2o • S).
(4.9) Corollary. The rational equivalence class of Xy is {t,3t-2).
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Proof. Let hx,h2 be the obvious generators of CH*{P' x P') ; an easy exercise shows that, under the homomorphism of Chow rings pi: CH*{G,)-+CH*{P' xP'), P-&20 -h2 + h\ + hxh2 and plaxx = hxh2. On the other hand one computes Xz~ {2t-2){h'-2ht2 + h\h'2-2) + 2t{hxh2)<-x. Hence oxx-Xv = \p*_axx-X~L = t, 020 • XL, = \p*_a2o -X~ = 3t-2.
Let G* be the dual grassmannian of G, and g: G¡ -► P = PH°{cfGl{l)) the map sending M £ G* in the codimension 1 Schubert cycle o m = {I € Gt/l n¥j¿0}. g is just the Plücker embedding of G*.
Observe that a m is ruled by a pencil of codimension 2 Schubert cycles of class ox i : the elements of this pencil are the grassmannians of lines of the hyperplanes through M.
Assume o m does not contain XL>: since axx-Xv =t the hyperplane section L' = aM-Xv is a i-gonal curve. Let r: H°{efG,{\)) -» H°{cfx{L')) be the restriction map; of course r induces a linear projection p: P -> PH°{cfx{L')) of center |J^(1)|, {fx = ideal of XL* in Gt). We expect that, for general Xv , p/Gt is a birational morphism. However: assume p/Gt is generically finite, then (4.10) Corollary. \cfx{L')\ contains a codimension 1 family of t-gonal curves.
For any polarization L on X let us define (4.11) £L{s) = {E/E = isolated elliptic curve, E-L = s, hx{cfx{L'-2E)) = 0} (1/ = L + Kx), then (4.12) Theorem. Let L be a polarization on X as in (4.2), L2 = 4t-2 > 10-. Assume < §z.(r) / 0, í/ze« the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The pair {X, L) fits in a Reye diagram of index t, (2) hx{cfx{E + E'-L)) = l for all E £ gL{t),
L ~ 2E + R with E = isolated elliptic curve, R = indecomposable nodal cycle, E • R = t.
Proof. (1) => (2) : let E £ WL{t), first we show h°{cfx{L' -E -E')) > 0.
By assumption Xy fits in diagram (4.4), therefore, with the same notations used there, we have that Ê = {p_/X)*(E) is a degree 2t elliptic curve which is invariant with respect to the involution It{x, y) = (v, x). Let E¡ be the projection of Ë on the /th factor of P'xP' then deg{E¡) = t and E¡ is contained in a hyperplane. This means E c {xo = yo -0} where {xo: ■ ■ ■ : xt) x {y0: ■■ ■ : yt) are suitable coordinates on PxP'. The same holds for Ê' = {p_/X)*{E'). Assume we have again E' c {xo = yo = 0}. Let H = {xoyo -0} ; note that, by (4.3)(2), X is not in H and that H is +1-invariant with respect to It. Therefore H • X would be the pull back of an element of \cfx{L)\ and h°{(fx{L -E-E')) > 0. Since h°(ffix(L -E-E')) = hx{cfx{L' -2E)) = 0 this is impossible. Hence, up to changing coordinates, we can assume E c {x0 = yo = 0}, È' c {xx =yx = 0}. Finally consider ¿r = {x0yx -xxy0 = 0} and assume X c ö. Then the rational function on I: / = xx/xq = yx/yo is +1-invariant with respect to the fixed-point-free involution of I. On the other hand / = {p-/X)*f where div(/) = E -E'. As is well known the pull back of / is -1-invariant, hence X is not in à . Note that à = p*_{o), where o is a hyperplane section of Gt (more precisely: a codimension 1 Schubert cycle). Hence X-o = R + E + E', h°{c?x{L' -E-E')) > 0. To show hx{cfx{E + E' -L))= 1 first observe that h°{c?x{R)) = hx{cfx{E + E' -L)). Moreover hx{cfx{-R)) = hx{cfx{L'-2E)) = 0 =^ h°{(fR) = 1 =► R is connected. Then, since pa{R) = 0, h°{cfx{R)) = 1. 
Reye constructions
The original construction of Reye congruences in Gt, was given as follows: (5.1) Let W be a general 3-dimensional linear system of quadrics of P3 and X = {/ £ Gt,/1 is included in two quadrics of W} then X is a Reye congruence and, conversely, all Reye congruences arise in this way. At the end we want to point out that (5.1) generalizes again to Reye congruences in Gt : with o = Segre inclusion and y7 = map associated to \Lj\. Let E' = o -(7i x y2){E), then (5.3) Lemma. Let A be the {2t-V)-space spanned by E' in the ambient space of P'-1 x P'-1 then E' = A n P'-1 x P'~'. Proof. For brevity we will leave some details as an exercise. Consider the multiplication map p: H°{cfE{Lx)) ® H°{tfE{L2))^ -//0(^(L, + L2)). Since p is surjective dimKer(/z) = t2 -2t and E' is contained in t2 -2t linearly independent hyperplanes of P' "' . Let A be the intersection of them and Z=AnP'_1 xP'"1.
We have to show that E' = Z : this is done by induction on t.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use / = 3 : in this case A = P5, E' = sextic curve. Note that the Segre variety P2 x P2 is a 4-fold of degree 6 in P8. Assume E' c Z, then, by Bézout theorem and its corollaries, dim Z > 2 and there exists an irreducible component Y of Z which contains properly E'. Let h¡ (7 = 1, 2) be the obvious generators of CH*{P2 x P2), &,-: P2 x P2 -> P2 the canonical projections. If dim Y = 2 then deg(7) < 5 ; assume dim(7) = 2, deg(F) = 5 or dim(7) = 3 then Y ~ h2 + 2hxh2 or Y ~ h¡. In both cases one can check that n¡{Y) is a line. Since 7ij{E') c n¡{Y) it follows that Hj{E') does not span P2: a contradiction. Hence dim(7) = 2, deg(Y) = 4 ; this implies Y ~ h2 + h2 + hxh2, Y = Veronese surface. Hence Y is the graph of a projective isomorphism /: P2 -+ P2 such that f{nx{E')) = n2{E'). Since Lx <* L2 this is again a contradiction. Therefore E' = A n P2 x P2. t > 3: let p = {px, p2) £ E', (/>,-: Pi_1 -» P'~2 the projection from p¡ and <t> = <f>x x 4>2: P'x x P'~x -> P'"2 x P'-2.
The fundamental locus of 4> is {px} x P'_1 UP'"1 x {p2}. Let T be the linear span of this set, y: P'2"1 ^p('-')2-i the projection from Y ; then o • </> = y/P'~x x P'~' (with a = Segre embedding of P'~2 x P/_2). Now observe the following:
(i) <j)/E' = ipx x y/2 with ipi = morphism associated to |L, -p\ ; (ii) y/A is the projection from / = tangent line to E' at p and Tn A = /.
Let A' = y{A), E" = </>(£') ; then A' is the linear span of E" and, by (i) and the induction E" = A' n P'"2 x P'"2.
Therefore, to complete the proof of our statement, it remains only to show that (5.4) Vq£E' {y/AY{cf,{q)).cp*{cp{q))=p + q (the overline denoting Zariski closure). Now {y/A)*{(p{q)) = aq = plane containing / and q; while <fi*{(f){q)) = lx x l2, with /, = line through p,. The
Segre map embeds lx x/2 in P'"' asa smooth quadric surface Sq . Let Pa be the 3-space of Sa , la the line joining p to q ; then lq ç aa nSa . Clearly (5.4) holds if and only if: (1) la is not in Sa , (2) aa is not in Pa (i.e. lq = aqf\Pq).
Assume lq c Sq then lq is {px} x lx or /) x {p2} and nx{lq) or n2(lq) is a point; since lq is bisecant to E' and n,: E' -» P'_1 is an embedding we get a contradiction. Hence (1) holds.
Assume / c Pq ; by (ii) / c rnP, which is just the plane of the lines {P\} x h, h x {Pi} (i-e. the tangent plane to Sq at p). Hence the image of / by the tangent map d{n)p is /,. This implies /, = tangent line to n¡{E') at p¡ and p = q . Therefore p ^ q => / not in Pq =$■ aq not in Pg and (2) holds for p ^ q . After some tedious remarks one can show (2) also in the case p = q . Proof. Let n¡ : P' x P' -► P' be the canonical projections {j = 1,2), Xj = 7ij{X). By (4.12) L ~ 2E + R, with is = isolated elliptic curve, R = indecomposable nodal cycle and E • R = t. As in the proof of (4.5) consider \E\ = \n*E\, Rx+R2 = n*R : we know that, for the fixed points free involution i on I, i = It/X, where I, is the involution on P' x P' sending {x, y) in (v, x); moreover cfXj{l) = cf~{E + Rj). Therefore we can fix projective coordinates {xo ■ ■ ■ xt) x {yo ■ ■ ■ yt) on P' x P' such that i = It/X and the divisor associated to the rational function Xo/xx on Xx is F0 -Fx, {F0, Fx £ \E\).
Since xo/xx is anti-invariant we have -xo/xx = i*{xo/xx) = yo/vi, so that X c H where the equation of H in P' x P' is xoVi + xxyo = 0. H contains the pencil of divisors . Let H' = div(s') ; then Hz moves in a pencil {H't, t £ P1} on H' having the same properties of the pencil {Hz} of H. In particular, changing t by z, we have Èz c H'z Vz. Let hx>z, h2tZ be the equations of i/£, then, for the two projections of Ez, we have nx{Ez) c {h\,z = 0} n {zrjXo + zi-^i = 0} and n2{Éx) c {/¡2,z = 0} n {z0y0 -zxyx = 0}. Now there is a unique hyperplane containing n¡{Ez) because h°{e?Xj{l)®c?Xj{-Éx)) = h°{c?Xj{R)) = 1.
Therefore Hz = H'z Vz, H = H' and s' = cs for some constant c. Hence dim(AT) = 1 and the proof is complete.
Finally we can give a Proof of (5.2). By (5.6) X = A n P' x P'. Let A+ = p+{X), A_ = p_(A). By the Reye diagram Xv c A_ n G, c P" , X¿ c A+ n X, c P+ and dim(A_) = dim(A+) = 2i -1. We denote by W7 the linear system of hyperplanes of P+ containing A+ . Clearly dim{W) = dim(P+) -dim(A_) -1 = (£).
Recall, (3.4) , that P+ = P(Sym2 V) = PH0{e?P{V){2)) so that IF is a linear system of quadrics of P' = P{V). Now identify (canonically) Sym2(F*) to the vector space of symmetric bilinear maps on V x V ; then denote by W the subvector space whose projectivization is W. Let x £ P' x P', x not in the diagonal, x corresponds (up to scalars) to a pair {ux ,u2) of linearly independent vectors of V ; moreover the line u = p-{x) is the projectivization of the vector space U = {ux, u2).
Observe that, by Lemma (5. Finally it is known [9, 10] that a general (in sense of moduli) nodal X is generic.
Let C be a good Reye polarization on X ; E,, E\ the twenty plane cubics in the smooth Reye model Xc ; it is well known (cf. proof of (3.11)) that (6.5) C-E¡-E¡ ~ R¡ with Rj = indecomposable nodal cycle, C • R¡■ = 4. Actually, since C is good and h°{cfx{C -R¡)) = 1, R¡ is a rational normal quartic curve in P4 . Our program is to fix one of these curves, e.g. In particular it follows r • f = t. Since f2 = 0, f • e\ = 1, f has the numerical properties of the class of an isolated elliptic curve on X. On the other hand r2 = -2 so that, numerically, r can be the class of an indecomposable nodal cycle. Now we shall show that, for a given (nodal) Enriques surface X, one can construct in Num(X) elements r, f which are represented by curves R£3l{X), Ft£W{X). Let Assume there is no line in XG, then H is a very ample Fano polarization. Proof. Let L = Num(X), s¡jkL -> L be the reflection considered in (6.7), c, h the numerical classes of C, H; note that s¡jk is an isometry of L and that, by definition, Sijk{c) = h . Therefore H is constructed as in (1.2) from ten isotropic vectors satisfying (1.1). By (1.3) \H\ irreducible => (¡>h isa birational morphism. Since H has positive self-intersection the irreducibility of \H\ is equivalent to hx{cfx{H)) = 0 [10] . Consider the exact sequence (6.16) 0 ^ cfx{H -C)-+cfx{H) ^ cfc{H) ^ 0.
Since C • {H -C) = 1 and Xc does not contain lines, it follows that h°{(fx{H -C)) = 0. Since C • (C -H) = -1, it follows that h°{cfx{Kx + C-H)) = h2{cfx{H -C)) = 0.
Then, by Riemann-Roch, hx{cfx{H-C)) = 0. Furthermore cfc{H) is a degree 11 line bundle on a genus 6 curve so that hx{cfc{H)) = 0. Hence, passing to the long exact sequence associated to (6.16), we obtain hx{<fx{H)) = 0 and \H\ irreducible. By ( and that ct • r = 4t + 3. Therefore, using the formulae (6.10), we can explicitly compute {di---dx0) = {2t + 3,2t+l,t+l,... ,t+l), {mx---mx0) = {2t + 3,2t + 2,t + 2,t + 2,t+l,...,t+l), (6.22) («!••• nx0) = {2t + 3,2t + 3,t + 2,t + 2, t + 2, t + 2, t+ 1, ... , i+ 1), {vx---vx0) = (2/4-4, 2i + 3, /4-2, ... ,t4-2, 14-1, 14-1 If / is odd I • ct+x > 2 and Xq+1 does not contain lines; if / is even it is completely clear how to complete the proof using the previous arguments.
Finally we can show 
